
English 
Revision

Guide 
AMBITIOUS . READY . RESPECTFUL.



“You can’t revise for 
English.”



There are two separate GCSEs here...
English Literature

Paper 1: Macbeth and Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde

Paper 2: An Inspector Calls, Power & Conflict poetry and unseen poetry

English Language

Paper 1: Fiction extract (with 4 questions) and Descriptive/Narrative writing 

(creative writing)

Paper 2: Two non-fiction extracts (with 4 questions) and writing to present a 

viewpoint



Review, reflect 
and show 
resilience



Little and often



Create a revision timetable

- Students can do this for the week ahead or the month 

ahead (see example)

- Starting now will build up knowledge, skills and 

understanding.

- It avoids ‘cramming’ as the exams approach

- Students should not overload it. It should not create 

stress.

- It does not need to be every day. Students need a break!



Talk! Language exam

- Read news stories together and discuss

- Can you sum up the key points of the story?

- How are the words shaping the way the reader 

feels/thinks?

- Look at news stories from different sources and discuss 

the similarities and differences



But what else (Language)?
❑ Learn some new vocabulary (10 positive and 10 negative 

words)
❑ Make it in to a game where family members have to try to 

use new words in conversations
❑ Learn a word a day or have word of the week
❑ Use simple story titles (e.g. A Day at the Beach) and work 

together to create narratives with a beginning, middle and 
end. Or, do the same with one word titles (e.g. Late)

❑ Write one creative sentence per day
❑ Practise planning exam answers 
❑ Practise writing exam answers
❑ Review and re-draft work



Talk! Literature exam

- Textual knowledge is key.

- Pupils should go into exams with strong knowledge of 

key events in texts, key characters, key themes/ideas 

and key quotes.

- Repetition and reflection will gradually build up the 

textual knowledge

- Going into exams with strong textual knowledge gives 

more time for thinking about the question, planning a 

response and concentrating on skills.



Building textual knowledge in Literature

- Re-read the texts.

- Parents/guardians can read the texts and question 

students

- Memorise key quotes from Literature texts and do quick 

tests of memory (parents/guardians can be quizmasters)

- Use online searches to look at guides to the texts, 

analysis of the texts, summaries of the texts.

- Use the POD app



But what else (Literature)?

❑ Listen to audio versions 

❑ Plan out answers
❑ Write answers (aim for TIMED conditions)
❑ Learn key terminology (memorise, test, repeat)
❑ Mind-map themes
❑ Mind-map characters
❑ Family debates on characters and events with 

family members taking sides (Jekyll is a 
misunderstood genius! No, he’s selfish and evil!)



A well-prepared student...

- Revises regularly throughout year 11
- Reflects on work completed and feedback given
- Is willing to meet their English teacher to discuss 

any difficulties
- Has good textual knowledge
- Approaches exam questions with calm and 

confidence,understanding the importance of 
planning answers

- Knows the skills that are being rewarded in each 
question (see handout)



Resources

- GCSE POD app

- Revision books 

- Google classroom

- English teachers



English Revision Guides 

AQA GCSE English Language revision guide (CGP) Individually £3.00

AQA GCSE English Language workbook (CGP) Individually

£3.00

AQA Conflict Poetry revision guide (CGP) Individually

£3.00

Flipsco revision cards

Macbeth Full bundle                      £18.20

Individually £2.50

An Inspector Calls Flipsco revision cards bundle £10.00

Individually £2.50

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde Packages including discounts GP guides 

Individually £2.50 bundle £9.00

AQA Conflict Poetry

Individually £2.50



You can
revise for English?

Yes, you can

’t


